This paper provides new dualities be-linear network codes. We show that the constructed multween entropy functions and network codes. These ticast problem is linearly solvable if and only if h is an duality results give an alternative proof of the insufentropy function for random variables generated by vecficiency of linear (and abelian) network codes, and tor spaces. A corresponding limiting form of this duality demonstrate the utility of non-Shannon inequalities is also provided. Finally, by relaxing the requirement that to tighten outer bounds on network coding capacity the domain of h be subsets of random variables, we obregions.
II. NETWORKS CODES AND CAPACITY arise in more general multicast scenarios, involving more than one session. Although an expression for the capac-A directed acyclic graph 9 ( ) is commonly used as ity region is known [5] , it is in terms of the set of entroPy a simplified model of a communication network. Nodes functions 1P. Characterization of F* is equivalent to deu e P and directed edges e (tail(e), head(e)) e S termination of the set of all possible information inequalrespectively model communication nodes and directed, ities [6, Section 12.3 ]. This characterization is lacking for error-free point-to-point communication links. The terms more than three random variables. In contrast, we do graph and network will be used interchangeably. For know the set of points F D 1* corresponding to Shannon edges e, f e 8, write fe as shorthand for head(f)= type inequalities.
tail(e). Similarly, for an edge f s o and a node u e 2, Starting with [7] , large classes of conditional nonthe notations f -J* u and u -* f respectively denote Shannon inequalities (e.g. contingent on imposition head(f) = u and tail(f) = u. So far we have only speciof certain Markov constraints) have been found [8] [9] [10] . fied the network topology. The communication problem More recently, additional unconstrained non-Shannon inis specified via imposition of a connection requirement. equalities have been found [12] . Another countably infinite class of unconditional inequalities was recently found Definition 1 (Connection Requirement) For any in [13] . This class differs from [11] , in that a countably network 9, a connection requirement M = (S, O, D) is infinite number of inequalities were found for any fixed specified by three components representtng the sessions, number of N > 4 random variables. As we shall see later, this result has profound implications. ortgmating nodes and desttnation nodes. S ts an tndex later thisresul hasprofond imlicatons.set of t'ndependent multt'cast sesst'ons, each of wht'ch t's
The main results of this paper are three new duali-s a stream of data packets to be multtcast to a prescribed ties between entropy functions and network codes, The-sto etnto oe.0S~*Pi orelcto orems 1-3. Given a function h > 0 defined on all proper maping were0()ash oi nodesfrmultcat where for ease of notation, se indicates 0(s) -> e, and sequence of linear group characterizable entropy functions f C T: f -> e means any source or edge incident to edge h(k) and positive constants r(k), the limit is called almost e. linear group characterizable. Data transmission takes place as follows. Session s C S generates a source symbol Us, which is assumed to be uni-Definition 5 (Quasi-uniform random variables) formly distributed over Us. The link symbol transmitted A discrete finite random variable U defined on a sample along e C S is Ue = q5e(Uf f C F, f -> e). In other space U with support Q(U) C U is called quasi-uniform if words, the symbol transmitted along an outgoing link of a node is a function of the available sources and incident link symbols.
I/
We will refer to a network code by d>, with the sets of For a given network code D designed for a network tor space of the inputs and Gf be the kernel of the linear 9 with connection requirement M, the error probabil-function from the inputs (Us, s C S) to the source/link ity Pe(D) is defined as the probability that at least one random variable Uf. Then {Uf, f C .F} is linear group receiver fails to correctly reconstruct one or more of its characterizable by the vector space G and its subspace Gf requested sources.
for f C F.
The above formulation imposes no restriction on the choice of alphabets and local coding functions. In prac-By Proposition 1, a linear network code is one whose intice, it may be preferable to impose algebraic structure duced source/link random variables can be characterized to reduce encoding and decoding complexity. The over-by a vector space and its subspaces. Along the same line whelming majority of codes studied for the point-to-point of thought, we make the following definition. channel are in fact linear, and linear codes are also of particular interest in the network coding context. Definition 6 A group network code has source/link random variables {Uf, f C .F} which are induced by a finite Definition 2 A network code b is linear over a finite group G and its subgroups Gf, f C F. A group network field EFq if all source/link alphabets Uf are vector spaces code is called abelian if G is abelian.
over Fq, and all the local encoding functions 7,e are linear.
For a linear network code, the symbol transmitted One example of abelian group network code is the R - (e e C E) required to transmit sources at rates Definition 3 Suppose that U is a random variable uni-A A (As s C S) subject to zero, or arbitrarily small formly distributed over a group G. For any subgroup Gi, probability of error. the set of left cosets of Gi forms a partition in G. Let Ui be an index set of the cosets of Gi in G. We can define Definition 7 (Admissible rate-capacity tuple) a random variable Ui as a function of U such that Ui is Given a network 9 (2, E) and a connection requirethe index of the coset of Gi that contains U, or simply ment M, a rate-capacity tuple (A, w) is admissible if there that Cli is the coset of Gi that contains U. We say Cli is exists a zero-error network code  Increased efficiency may be expected for network codes The first part of the network, shown in Figure l(a), operating over a long block of source symbols. Therefore, contains the sources. There are 2N _ 1 independent seswe also consider the asymptotic tradeoff between source sions, S = {S[c] :0 :t a C 2A}2. The desired source rate rates and link capacities. associated with session a is h(a). Singletons (1) and (2) Figure 1(b) , type 0 subnetworks conconstruction, a node can take only one role. The label nect a single source to one receiver. There are 2N _ 1 beside a source node is the input message available to type 0 subnetworks, indexed by the choice of 0 :t a C JA. that source node (this defines the source location map-Referring to Figure 1(c) , there are 2N _ 1 type 1 subping 0). Receiver labels indicate the desired source (this networks, one for each nonempty a C 2X. These subnetdefines the destination location mapping D). To simplify works introduce an edge of capacity h(JV)h(a) between notatIon, each capacitated edge is labeled with symbols source S[g] and a sink requiring S[g]. There is an interdenoting the edge message (and corresponding random mediate node which has another aog incident edges (from variable), and the edge capacity. Unlabelled edges are ..A assumed to be uncapacitated (or to have a finite bJut suf iue1a) aryn h-esge~~{ j } ficiently large capacity to losslessly forward all received 2For simplicity, we use the same symbol to denote the index of messages). a multicast session and the associated source random variable.
This node is connected to the sink by an edge of capacity Proof: Follows from the fact that (i) S[o,] L S[A]I h(a). Finally, Figure 1(d) We will give an outline of the proof for Theorem 1. De-= k, consider the type 2 subnetwork of Figure 1(d Let {Vi: X C JA/} be a set of quasi-uniform random sion to all a will be achieved by induction on a . To this variables whose entropy function is h. Since H(Vg) end, the following lemmas, predicated on admissibility of there is a one-to-one mapping between Q(Vg) T(h), take the hypothesis H(V,) = h(a) for al = k < N a S[Ar]). As a both qasi-ni betw and and are proved in the context of type 2subnetworks in As the are both uasi-uniform and dexed by ag and an element i C J\V, i , ag, as shown in (Vi: i C ./V) can be treated as the same. Figure 1(d) . The provided proof sketches for these lem_
The construction for the remaining source variables is mas identify the key ingredients. Details are in [17] . simpler. For any 0 7t a c J\V, define S[cE] to be a quasiuniform random variable with entropy h(a). These input Lemma 1 In type 2 subnetworks, W L S[ez] . Further-variables are also assumed to be independent. It remains more, if H(V~) =h(a), then H(VeZ. T/ S[caj) 0.
to show that we can construct edge variables satisfying the capacity constraints, and which allow each receiver to Implication 1 (Hardness of a multicast problem) reconstruct the requested messages perfectly.
Determination of the set of achievable source-rate/link-By the quasi-uniformity of {Vi i C JV} and the capacity tuples is at least as hard as the problem of sources, it is easy to construct message variables in type determining the set of all almost entropic functions. O and type 1 subnetworks such that all receivers can reconstruct their requested message.
Proof: By Corollary 1, a function h is almost en-It remains to verify that receivers in type 2 subnet-tropic if and only if the induced rate-capacity tuple T(h) works can reconstruct all requested messages. Recall that is achievable. Hence determination of the set of all almost both S[c,] and V,e are quasi-uniform. Assume without loss entropic functions can be reduced to the solvability of a of generality that their supports are {O, 1, 2, ... As the set of entropic functions F. has no explicit char_ number of additional linear inequalities in the LP bound acterization for four or more variables, the sets of ad simply results in another polytope. Implication 3 leads missible or achievable rate-capacity tuples are unknown. directly to the following.
Therefore computable bounds such as the linear program-Implication 4 The LP bound is not tight. In fact, any ming bound are of great interest. Theorem 3 provides a finite number of lInear information inequalities cannot third duality, relating polymatroidal functions and the tighten the LP bound to the capacity region. linear programming bound.
Theorem 3 Suppose h e 7Y[AJV]. A rate-capaci'ty tuple Implication 5 The LP outer bound can be tightened by T(h) satisfies the LP bound tif and only tf h ts a polyma-any non-Shannon information inequalty.
troid.
Since the appearance of [1] , it has been an open question as to whether linear network codes are in general optimal. V. IMPLICATIONS This question was recently answered in the negative by Dougherty et. al [4] . Their proof constructs a special net-3This includes the case when T(h) is asymptotically admissible. work containing two subnetworks such that the base fields required for optimality by each of the subnetworks have have proved the suboptimality of abelian network codes, different characteristics, establishing a contradiction. including linear codes, R-module codes and any scheme The following provides an alternative proof using a that time-shares between such codes. The duality result completely different approach, making use of the duality also provides a tool to compare different classes of netbetween entropy functions and achievability established work codes. Rather than comparing the codes directly, in Section III.
one can now compare the sets of entropy functions induced by the codes. Implication 6 There is a network and a multicast requirement such that the use of abelian network codes
